
Personality testTell us what you do,
we’ll tell you who you are...

1• You must leave Earth, on which planet 
do you want to live?
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Planck and its vast green forests

Turing and its magnificent great canyon
Collins and its majestic snow-capped volcanoes

2• You must face the hordes of the sons 
of Muspell under the command of Surt, 
who are you taking?

Thor and his powerful hammer

Freyr, Commander of the Alfes
Frigg and her regenerative abilities

3• Who would you share a good beer with 
in an Old West Saloon?

Cheyenne and her good jokes

Django who hits the sauce
Doc and his good stories



4• If you were to have a little brother or 
sister, who would you want it to be?

Max, the kind

Lily, the responsible
Wendy, the player

5• On what means of transport, would you 
dream of taking a long romantic trip?

By train, quiet to watch the landscape goes by

By boat, to sail in blue waters, facing the wind
By airship, for adventure and to see the world from above

6• Who is the cutest spirit of 
nature?

The axolotl, besides it’s rare

The otter, with its mischievous gaze
The koala, it looks like a soft stuffed toy

7• Which monstrous creature from Last 
Heroes do you fear the most?

The mighty and cunning Centaur

The fast and ruthless Cerberus
The terrible and poisonous Spider



I have collected the most
YOU ARE A FEARLESS DAREDEVIL

LIFE | Nothing frightens you in life, you enjoy taking up 
challenges. Moreover, you’re not the person to slip away, 
but rather to run into battle and if you can, you will give 
everything to help your loved ones.

LOVE | It’s only with a partner who answers the call for 
adventure like you that you will feel fulfilled and alive. If you 
have the chance to meet you will live a wonderful story, 
otherwise you will also do very well on your own.

GAME | You'd rather have the rules explained to you 
than read them, supporter of ''it’s by doing that we learn.'' 
Besides, you can start a game without having understood all 
the subtleties of the game, but whatever, you know how to 
adapt to all the reversals, ready to pounce on a new strategy. 
Adversity makes you better. On the other hand, you must 
admit you are a sore loser and you don’t hesitate to use bad 
faith to justify a defeat. Your interest goes for Party Games.

YOU ARE A SENTIMENTAL DREAMER

YOU ARE PRAGMATIC AND REALISTIC

LIFE | If you sometimes have your head in the clouds, your 
listening and your empathy make you a great friend and co-
worker. You are endearing. You have an easy tear in front of 
a movie or a book. You have a strong creative sense.

LOVE | Your great sensitivity and your sense of attention 
will make your soul mate happy. You are romantic and 
devoted, you love to surprise. Love has an important place in 
your life, you can't imagine living without it.

GAME | Your ability to sense things is formidable. You often 
seem innocent and that is your main asset. In a fighting 
game, others won't dare to attack you first, which will give 
you time to get ahead. What interests you isn’t so much to 
win, but to have a good time with your friends and family. 
This doesn’t mean that you don’t want to win. Your interest 
goes for Family games.

LIFE | You're not the person to listen to your heart when 
it comes to making a decision, it's on your head that you 
rely on and that makes you a happy person. You are rarely 
disappointed because you know what to expect. You like 
to analyze everything around you and you love to discuss 
everything and anything.

LOVE | You are a life companion who can be counted 
on, you will do everything in your power so that your home 
doesn’t run out of something. You take part in all the chores 
of the house, you are protective and concerned.

GAME | One word: strategy. You like to read the rules, 
quickly understand the intricacies of a game, you like to 
play games that allow you to progress, establishing stats in 
your head to sharpen your game. Even if you're not always 
the best in the first game, you quickly become a formidable 
player. You interest goes for Euro Games.
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